
Opening the bottle
Expose the cork by cutting away the foil wrap with the integral foil cutter. To do this, place the corkscrew over the top of the bottle 

with the lever arm raised, grip around the top of the bottle and twist it around several times, so that the blades cut the entire 
circumference of the foil. Remove the corkscrew and lift the top of the foil to expose the cork. Pull the lever arm up so that the worm 

screw is up inside the mechanism. Fit the Power Arc securely over the top of the bottle neck and squeeze the silver handle to 
hold in place.  Push the lever arm down to spiral the screw into the cork. Still squeezing the silver handle, slowly lift the lever arm 

back to its vertical position to lift out the cork. To release the cork, lift the Power Arc away from the opened bottle then flip 
the lever down and up.

Exchanging the worm spiral
If the coating of the worm spiral is worn by frequent use it can be exchanged by the replacement spiral.

Pull the lever to the top. Turn the round top cap anti-clockwise to remove it. Hold the worm screw near the top and gently 
rotate it anti-clockwise whilst pushing upwards. You should be able to hold the top of it to pull the worm screw free.

Insert the new worm screw, making sure that the end is guided through the hole in the mechanism. Gently twisting the worm 
screw clockwise will ensure that the worm screw slots into the correct position. Replace the round top cap. 

Ensure that the top cap is screwed on firmly before use.
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